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To Our Florida Friend a copy of which came to my home yesterday, I hope the plans laid down therein will be a success in fact, I feel sure it will be since Bro. S. B. is connected with it a fact which guarantees success in his chosen profession, included you will find a Money order for $100 which pays for our Florida Friend one year, yours (signature)

P.S. I want the particulars of the prices of the lots & farm lands & terms of same (signature)

G. R. Thigpen
Corpus Christi Oct 22
Corpuschristi 1912
Nov the 15th
To Our Florida Friend a
copy of which come to my home
yesterday, hope the plans laid
down therein will be a success
in fact I feel sure it will be
since Bro TBL is connected with
it a fact which guarantees success
in his chosen profession, inclosed
you will find money order for $1.00
which pays for Our Florida Friend
one year, yours fraternally
G R Thigpen
P. S. I want the particulars of
the prices of the lots + farm tracts
+ terms of same, G R T

G. R. Thigpen
Corpus Christi
Texas